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Back To Life
Tilian

 Chords
C - x30033
G - 300033
Em - x22033
D/F# - 200233

Can play on Capo 1

[Verse 1]
C                  G
Said you had your reasons
Em            D/F#                            C
You needed a breath just to clear your lungs
                    G      Em
(And I watched the seasons change)
D/F#
How you have changed
C                    G
Couldn t fight those demons
Em              D/F#                    C
How they crept inside and filled you up
                    G         Em   D/F#
Gave you all those reasons to run away
C                       D/F#
And I m bursting at the seams

[Chorus]
C               G
So I let it all out that night
Em               D/F#
Couldn t hold it in any longer
C                 G               Em
I ll admit I was trying to pick a fight
D/F#
(See, the flame is sparkling)
C                 G
And now we ve got one chance to make it
Em                      D/F#
We ve got one chance to make this right
C           G            Em
So put your broken heart in my hands
D/F#
I ll bring you back to life
C
Bring you back to life



[Verse 2]
C    G         Em           D/F#        C
Come tomorrow, when you ve made your mind
       G              Em D/F#
Up and swallowed your pride
C      G       Em              D/F#      C   G    Em     D/F#
We can follow plans we ve been making for the longest time
C                       D/F#
And I m bursting at the seams

[Chorus]
C               G
So I let it all out that night
Em               D/F#
Couldn t hold it in any longer
C                 G               Em
I ll admit I was trying to pick a fight
D/F#
(See, the flame is sparkling)
C                 G
And now we ve got one chance to make it
Em                      D/F#
We ve got one chance to make this right
C           G            Em
So put your broken heart in my hands
D/F#
I ll bring you back to life

Same progresion
(Bring you back, bring you back)

(To life)

(Bring you back to life)

[Bridge]
             C              G
 Cause we re falling out of reach
(We re falling out of reach)
        Em              D/F#
And I m bursting at the seams
(Bursting at the seams)
      C                 G
Can t bring you back to me
(Can t bring you back)
Em       D/F#
Back to me
D/F#
(Can t bring you back)



[Pre-Chorus] One strum
C                    G
Couldn t fight those demons
Em              D/F#                   C
How they crept inside and filled you up
                    G         Em   D/F#
Gave you all those reasons to run away
C                       D/F#
And I m bursting at the seams

[Chorus]
C               G
So I let it all out that night
Em               D/F#
Couldn t hold it in any longer
C                 G               Em
I ll admit I was trying to pick a fight
D/F#
(See, the flame is sparkling)
C                 G
And now we ve got one chance to make it
Em                      D/F#
We ve got one chance to make this right
C           G            Em
So put your broken heart in my hands
D/F#
I ll bring you back to life
C G Em D/F#
Bring you back to life 


